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 Abstract  

Cloud Computing is a new paradigm delivering IT services as computing utilities. As Clouds are designed to 

provide services to external users, providers need to be compensated for sharing their resources and 

capabilities. Several challenges need to be addressed such as market-maker for bringing service providers and 

consumers; market registry for publishing and discovering cloud service providers and their services; clearing 

house and brokers for mapping service requests to providers who can meet Quality of Service (QoS) 

expectations and payment management and accounting infrastructure for trading services. This paper focuses 

Market-Oriented Cloud architecture and discusses uses of   Cloud Computing era.  
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1. Introduction  

Cloud computing is not an emerging technology. It is a reality and a low cost computing power. This technology 

is getting more popularity now-a-days among the businessmen, especially medium and small size organizations. 

For a small business one need a few small servers for database, emails, application etc. Servers need higher 

computing power; PCs or laptops need lower computing powers and are much cheaper than servers. To maintain 

a client-server environment one need to have a highly skilled network maintenance team. And if business men 

decide to avoid the need of purchasing servers and thus can eliminate the need for an operation and maintenance 

team, then cloud computing is a very cost- effective solution. 

 Clouds have emerged as a computing infrastructure that enables rapid delivery of computing resources as a 

utility in a dynamically scalable, virtualized manner. The advantages of cloud computing over traditional 

computing include: agility, lower entry cost, device independency, location independency, and scalability [1]. 

There are many cloud computing initiatives from IT giants such as Google, Amazon, Microsoft, IBM as well as 

startups such as Parascale [2], Elastra [3] and Appirio [4].  

Cloud computing is definitely at the top of the technology trend, reaching its peak of expectations in just 3-5 

years. This trend is enforced by providers such as Amazon1,Google, SalesForce2, IBM, Microsoft, and Sun 

Microsystems who have begun to establish new data centers for hosting cloud computing applications such as 

social networking (e.g. Facebook3 and MySpace4), gaming portals (e.g. BigPoint5), business applications (e.g., 
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SalesForce.com), media content delivery, and scientific workflows. It is predicted that within the next 2-5 years, 

cloud computing will become a part of mainstream computing; that is, it enters into the plateau of productivity 

phase. 

 This paper discusses benefits of   Cloud Computing in business. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: 

Section 2 discusses the basic concepts of cloud computing. Section 3 describes Market- Oriented Cloud 

Architecture and advantages of Cloud Computing. Section 4 concludes the study.  

2. Basic Concepts  

Cloud computing is a type of computing environment, where business owners outsource their computer needs 

including application software services to a third party and when they need to use the computing power of 

employees used to use the application resources like database, emails etc., they access the resources via internet.  

2.1 Types of cloud computing  

A cloud environment can be broadly classified into three types –Public cloud, Private cloud and hybrid cloud.  

Public cloud: This is the most popular type of cloud system and is considered a mainstream cloud system by 

cloud computing experts. In this type a third party data centre provides both disk space and computing power for 

all the application software. Amazon web and Google Apps are two of the most popular public cloud computing 

system.  

Private cloud: In this type if one need to setup their own data center they have to bear all the installation and 

maintenance expenses and have complete control of all their data. This system provides more security and 

privacy but is also more expensive than public cloud. 

 Hybrid cloud: This is a composition of one private and public cloud. A hybrid cloud is typically offered in one 

of two ways; a vendor has a private cloud provider, or a public cloud provider forms a partnership with a vendor 

who provides private platforms. 

2.2 Cloud computing service architecture  

A cloud service provider offers mainly three types of services.  

1. Infrastructure as a service: The service provider bears all the cost of servers, networking equipment, storage 

and back-ups. The user just has to pay for the computing service. The users build their own application 

softwares. Amazon EC2 is an example of this type of service 

2. Platform as a service: The service provider only provides the platform or a stack of solutions for the users. It 

helps users save on investment on hardware and software. Google Gc engine and Force.com provide this type of 

service.  

3. Software as a service: The service provider will give users the service of using their software. Google 

(GOOG), Salesforce.com (CRM), Net Suite (N) are the examples of this type of applications software.  

3. Types of Architectures 

Both academia and industry have been active on cloud computing research,and several cloud computing 

architectures have been proposed. This paper discusses Market-oriented Cloud Architecture. 
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3.1 Market-Oriented Cloud Architecture 

 Market-oriented resource management [5] is necessary to regulate the supply and demand of Cloud resources at 

market equilibrium, provide feedback in terms of economic incentives for both cloud consumers and providers, 

and promote QoS-based resource allocation mechanisms that differentiate service requests based on their utility. 

There are basically four main entities  

 Users/Brokers: 

 Users or brokers acting on their behalf submit service requests from anywhere in the world to the Data Center 

and  cloud to be processed. 

  SLA Resource Allocator: The SLA Resource Allocator acts as the interface between the Data Center/Cloud 

service provider and external users/brokers. It requires the interaction of the following mechanisms to support 

SLA-oriented resource management: 

  Service Request Examiner and Admission Control: When a service request is first submitted, the Service 

Request Examiner and Admission Control mechanism interprets the submitted request for QoS requirements 

before determining whether to accept or reject the request. Thus, it ensures that there is no overloading of 

resources whereby many service requests cannot be fulfilled successfully due to limited resources available. It 

also needs the latest status information regarding resource availability (from VM Monitor mechanism) and 

workload processing (from Service Request Monitor mechanism) in order to make resource allocation decisions 

effectively. Then, it assigns requests to VMs and determines resource entitlements for allocated VMs. 

VMs: Multiple VMs can be started and stopped dynamically on a single physical machine to meet accepted 

service requests, hence providing maximum flexibility to configure various partitions of resources on the same 

physical machine to different specific requirements of service requests. In addition, multiple VMs can 

concurrently run applications based on different operating system environments on a single physical machine 

since every VM is completely isolated from one another on the same physical machine. 

Physical Machines: The Data Center comprises multiple computing servers that provide resources to meet 

service demands. In the case of a cloud as a commercial offering to enable crucial business operations of 

companies, there are critical QoS parameters to consider in a service request, such as time, cost, reliability and 

trust/security. 

In particular, QoS requirements cannot be static and need to bedynamically updated over time due to continuing 

changes in business operations and operating environments. In short, there should be greater importance on 

customers since they pay for accessing services in clouds. In addition, the state-of the- art in cloud computing 

has no or limited support for dynamic negotiation of SLAs between participants and mechanisms for automatic 

allocation of resources to multiple competing requests.  
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3.2 Advantages of Cloud Computing in Business 

 There are several advantages of cloud computing. It helps in improving the cash flow, increases the efficiency 

and numerous others. The main advantages are given here: 

1. Less Costs 

The services are free from capital expenditure. There are no huge costs of hardware in cloud computing. You 

just have to pay as you operate it and enjoy the model based on your subscription plan. 

2. 24 X 7 Availability 

Most of the cloud providers are truly reliable in offering their services, with most of them maintaining an uptime 

of 99.9%. The workers can get onto the applications needed basically from anywhere. Some of the applications 

even function off-line. 

3. Flexibility in Capacity 

It offers flexible facility which could be turned off, up or down as per the circumstances of the user. For 

instance, a promotion of sales is very popular, capacity can be immediately and quickly added to it for the 

avoidance of losing sales and crashing servers. When those sales are done, the capacity can also be shrunk for 

the reduction of costs. 

4. All over Functioning 

Cloud computing offers yet another advantage of working from anywhere across the globe, as long as you have 

an internet connection. Even while using the critical cloud services that offer mobile apps, there is no limitation 

of the device used. 

5. Automated Updates on Software 

In cloud computing, the server suppliers regularly update your software including the updates on security, so 

that you do not need to agonize on wasting your crucial time on maintaining the system. You find extra time to 

focus on the important things like ‘How to grow your businesses. 

Conclusion 

Many legacy applications are currently and will be even more in the future migrated to cloud architectures. This 

paper discussed clouds in market-oriented perspective for the creation of third-party services to enable the 

successful adoption of cloud computing. 
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